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In this paper thr existing results concerning the ap-

plication of the integral equation technique for the four-

nucleon bound states and scattering are reviewed. Though

the first numerical calculations of the four-body integral

equations have been done six years ago it is still wide be-

lieved that these equations are too complicated for the nu-

merical solution* It \B the purpose of this review to provi-

de the clear and elementary introduction in the integral

equation method and to demonstrate explicitely its useful-

ness for the physical applications. Our treatment is based j

on the quasiparticle approach that permits the simple inter-

pretation of the equations in terms of quasiparticle scat -

tering. The mathematical basis for the quasiparticle appro-

ach is the Hli>-ert~Schmidt theorem of the Fredholm integral

equation theory. This issue contains the detailed discus -

sion of the Hilbert-Schmidt expansion as applied to the 2-

-particle amplitudes and to the 3 + 1 and 2 + 2 amplitudes

which are the kernels of the four-body equations. The se -

cOnd part of review contains essentially the discussion of

the four-body quasiparticle equations and results obtained

for bound states and scattering.
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At present the most euccsvful approach to the »hrt*-BMO~

leoxt physics совев from the method of "Integral equetlfce***

Ji,2J which is used tdmoBt exclusively In att«mpfca at oar-

rying out quantitative calculations of the three-naoleoa

problem *' » Technique based on the Paddeev eolations her*

been osed successfully is studies of the three-nude©»

bound properties, elastic and non-elastic i*~4 acatte -

ring, and polarization phenomena in elastic n - d scatte-

ring, At last, Paddeev ©quatlone have »1зо provided the bar*

sis for an approximate dynamic description of three-aucleoB

Physics escplicitly satisfying the constrainti of two- and i

three-feody unitarity [loj . the study of the three-nuoleon !

system showed that the considerable amount of experimental. j

data can be described in the framework of the noarelati^ie-

tio three-body problem with pair-«iee forces. The meeonie

degrees of freedom giving r
4
 se to effective three-sueleoa

forces contrib' 'je only to a United number of effacte such

for example as behaviour of the charge form factor a* high

traoafer or relativistic corrections to the trl-

blndiBs energy fill •

When going over to the four-nucleon oystem it should

be noted first of all that the spectrum of «his eyetem is

rich than the two- and three-body one* beside* the

'.* .Stwjf a theoretical and experimental review «f the p*er.
sent sfeafce.of the few-body problem in nuclear p h s l e

f. |5-9j •



ground and first excited states of an eg -particle there

are knows about ten excited unstable levels with the excita-

tion energies over the range 20-30 lieV, which have different

spine and parities. In the past a great wealth of experimen-

tal information has been accumulated about it /i?J . From

the study of these states we may expect to obtain more in-

formation about the nucleon-nucleon forces. Because of the

few number of particles involved one may hope that the dyna-

mics of the system can in principle be described within the

nonrelativistic potential model. However, certain attempts

should be made to find out what experimental situation can

be adequately described with only nonrelativistic pair-wise

forces*

As regards the four-body system, so far the theoreti-

cal treatment has been baaed mainly on traditional methods

such as variational, shell model and resonating group me -

thod in which a variational procedure is also used ' •

The main defect of these methods is that it is often dif-

ficult to estimate the error associated with the use of a

variational solution, since we may be restricted to limi —

ted class of trial functions. The method of hyperspherical

functions in the four-body problem р з | leads to a well

converging series for the ground state wave function. How-

ever, for the cluster states such as the excited 0* level,

and for the scattering problem, a series in hyperspnerical

functions is not expected to converge; in this case a mo*

difled form of this method is required p4J . Although

cluster type of model calculations like the reso sating

' See vefefi2l and references given therein



group one aave been quite successful in describing th»

A "£ 4 nuclei* one of main drawbacks of these methods ie

that they are based on quasi two-particle approximations.

As a result the; cannot easily be extended to describe

ceases with more than two fragments in the outgoing

In any case the need emerges to develop more appropriated

technique.

In this review we discuss a systematic method for the

four-nucleon problem, based on using integral equation» of

the Faddeev type, which places at our disposal a eoaplete

theoretical framework with mathematical properties such

that standart Fredholm theory can be applied» O v w th*

last decade a variety of systems of the Я-pajPticle всаЫВ»-

ring equations has been developed corresponding to the dif

ferent possible ways of summing up the diagrams of the

three- and four-dimensional nonrelativistic perturbafcioft

theory [15-I7J » Among theae a variant suggested by Уака-

bovsky {18 ] seems most convenient for the physical appli-

cations. Besldee we know the Faddeev-Tafcubevshy (PI) equa-

tions [18,19] have the advantage that they are free fro»

having spurions solutions ' • Note that the similar

approach have been proposed by Sandhas [23] . The equiva-

lence of his formulation with the FT theory has pee prove*

by Karlsson and Zeiger [24J . \4e shall show that these e^e-

afeione have the clear physical meaning and correspond to

the natural way of sususiog up the multiple scattering

*' Фа« existence of epurions solutions of the N-partipl*
ecatterlng integral equations have been discussed Us
ref». [20-22} .



The FT Ьурв of equations are coupled set of integral

equations In three continuous variables after a partial wa-

re reduction has been carried out [25] . As driving force

in the kernel of the equation one has the (3+1)- and (2+2)-

-eubamplifcudee representing the off-shell scattering pro-

cesses. Asumming that the two-particle interactions are of

л separable form one integration variable can be separated

out In the came way as in the three-particle problem yiel-

ding as a result two-variable equations. For their solution

we can use the numerical methods which were proven to be

eoooeeeful in the three-nucleon case. One of these is baaed

on the introduction of the separable expansion for the ker-

nels of equations.

The idea that the three-body problem might be conside-

red as the resonance-particle scattering ' has been wi-

dely used for the moat three-nucleon studies based on the

introduction of the separable NN interactions {'27j and in

the area of calculation of the simplest relafcivistic sys-

tems 128 j • In the investigation of the three-body physics

it is evident that it is, at least, of great heuristic va-

lue Ьб treat tula problem in context of resonance dominan-

oe /29/ «The validity of this kind of treatment can be

substantially augmented by the inclusion of an explicit

statement of the meaning of resonance dominance in the lan-

guage eff the Hilbert -Schaidt (HB) expansion £30? of the

' To avoid any oonfaeion note that the term "resonance"
•ill be underвfcood to mean any pole of scattering ашр-
litwd*, ne matter whether it lies close to physical re-
gion 99 not» In includes, as a special case, the bound
•tate or virtual pole» and Breit-ffigner resonancee. Be-
iew» foUowing noaenclaturo of ffeinberg [26] we shall
ttt*t Wie resonances ав quasiperticles. *•
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two-body T-matrix [26,51-34] . In euch a way the method

assumes an exact quantitative meaning and can be applied

for an arbitrary local interaction.

Ae compensation for the advantage of introducing the

IIS expansion (and any separable one) one needs to solve in-

stead of one integral equation a coupled set of equations.

It is rather an essential feature for the numerical calcu-

lations that the first few quasiparticles give the main con-

tribution, at least, in the low energy part of three-nucle-

on spectrum [33] .

fhe practical usefulness of the US expansion in the

nuclear physics problems is due to the following two rea-

sons that account a good convergence o: the method. First

of all, the two- and three-nucleon systems have only one

bound state per channel. The opposite situation arises

when one consider the molecular systems where one encounters

the large spectrum of states corresponding to the radial

exitations. In this situation the HS method loses its po-

wer, and the other methods may work better.

The second reason for convergence of the HS expansion

is the short range character of nuclear forces. This effect

may be seen by considering low-energy scattering by the

shallow potential for which the bound state is absent and

all eigenvalues are small. It is easy to show that in this

case the HS series for the scattering lenght is the re-ar-

ranged perturbation expansion, the t'irst HS tern giving

the main contribution to the every term in the pertur-

bation series ' .

! • • .

' See Section 3,2.7.



In generalizing the HS approach from two- to many-par-

ticle case one runs into some mathematical difficulties.

There are more variables to handle., and the number of ampli-

tudes increases rapidly. Hov/ever, the main problems encoun—

tered in extending the HS formalism to many-body amplitudes

ere primarily formal ones» The basic idea which is laid out

in establishing the HS expansion for two-particle amplitude ш

may be applied here also*

In these review we use the HS expansion for solving the

four-particle problem» We translate this problem into a sim-

ple and clear form of the quasiparticle—particle and qua-

siparticle-quasiparticle scattering \pb\ • The great advan-

tage of this approach is that one may introduce the graphi-

cal representation of the equations which is the generali-

zation the usual nonrelativisuic time ordered diagraa tech-

nique. This technique allows also the generalization for

an arbitrary number of particles.
• • •

In practical calculations the number of quasiparticlee

has to be restricted. We shall show that the convergence

of the HS method in calculating of the low-energy four-nuc-

leon spectrum is even better than in the tnree-nucleon

problem. In particular, an approximation of the kernels by

the one pole gives the value of ground state energy with

an accuracy of few percentages Нб] » An intriguing pos-

sibility arises to curry over this method directly to the

problea with an arbitrary number of particles* On this

road we get the simple one-dimensional equations which

numerical solution is no more complicate than those for

the four-body system. This interesting problem is not yet

eolved.

8



Of course, inclusion of uhe higher partial waves in

the realistic nucleon-nu-leon interecbione and going over

to the higher energies make the convergence of the method

worse. The best results in tnie case can be achieved by the

combination of the US method and the Pade-approxLmants one

[57] • However, the HS method preserves its heuristic value

in this case also.

Beiore dwelling on what we shall do, we may list the

major topics we omit from discussion in this review. There

is no discussion or the other powerful computational methods

of solving the many body integral equations. tie do not die-

cuss seriously the other variants of equations describing

the N-body dynamics except the snort discussion of the Om-

nes' type equation given in Section 7« >'e omit also the

unitary description of ;;ie fuur-particle system [38/ • Al-

so the experimental si cuation in ttie i/our-nucleon system is

toucned only minimally. -ach of these topics require a se-

parate review. Among the recent books and reviews 1*5—9»

14-17J i s t 0 o e found the remedy for one or more of these

deficiencies»

The composition of our review is as follows. In Part

I we develop the formal machinery needed to carry out the

calculations in the four-particle system. In Section 2 we

explain the PY equations and introduce the appropriate ki-

n&matical variables. In Section 3 we review the major ma-

thematical tool, the HE method, as applied to the two-,

(3+1)- and (2+2)-amplitudes. Section 4 contains the main

results of our approach. Here we present a full battery of

equations describing quasiparticle scattering.



Part II (to be published separately) is essentially the

application of th* four-body equations. Here we collected

tb# major retmlte for the four-nudeon bound states and scat-

tering (Sections 5 and 6>. In Section 7 we dieoues the alter-

native approach based on using the Omaoa* integral equati-

on*. Beotion 8 contains the aimpleet applications of the in-

tegral equation technique to calculating the asymptotic be-

haviour of the four-body form factors and scattering ampli-

tudes» We conclude in Section 9 with enumerating a number of

problems which solutions should be desirable in the near fu-

ture*

2. The Faddeey-rakubovaJcv Equations
t
 General outlook

Integral equation in a few-nucloon systems are written Г

for the amplitudes representing sums of a certain chain of

graphs in three-dimensional nonrelativietic perturbation

theory [39j • In fact there axe en Infinite number of яaye

Of summing diagraiae to yield connected H-body equations

40 во that the question arises of choosing the most щ

tural amongst them. We describe below the equations »\щ$%

ted by Takubovsky ha] , ite detailed consideration was g^

теп by Paddeev [19J for N=4 (se© also ref. [1?J ).

The components of the N-body T-matrix aire olaasified

according to the way of switching an interactions. In the

four-particle system there are two aignifically different

way a of switching on interactions to which there corres -

pond two topologiCally nonequivalent trees (see Pig. 1,

also showing one of the possible diagrams corresponding

to each tree).



Let us note that the order in which the lnteractionc are

switched on plays as Important role in three-dimensional

perturbation theory and leads to different amplitudeз.ТМв
О

correspond to the fact that only two branches are connected

on each level in the trees of Fig» 1.

Let us denote the sum of diagrams of type 1a ae

T 'V* V
 a n

*
 fclje s u m

 °* diagrams of type lib as
•••'• i f

T %' • One can introduce the unified notation

•p *^» for. these amplitudes whe^e a are different par-

titions of th«s four particles into two groops (in a given

case we have й,-*Щк)(1) and d -(<$)(№) ) and

06 * <w с (Ь is a pair of particles entering in one sub-

set of the partition и • The kernels of the equations

Г ил
are expressed in terms of the

oxact amplitudes 'a, * ° ^
C
 s °%

 fc
b.e auxiliary prob-

lem with potential "V^ , describing the interaction on-

ly between particles within each subset, corresponding to

a given partition (e.g. for Q,* (ijb)(C) we have

- %•
 +
 Ум + Тл ,

 f ОГ
 * " <P&) *we have

Рог the four-bpdy problem the auxiliary problems are

those of three particle and of two noninteracting'pairs of

particle. The equation for the amplitude T * have

the Faddeev form

""" T _ (2.-1)

It
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where T^ it» the two-particle T-mafcrix and G
o
 is the

Green function for free par tides. The amplitudes T *;

for d'fi contain graphs that are disconnected in the

eubepaoe of states of the auxiliary problem (in the epaoe

of states of the total problea theses amplitudes contain dis-

connected graphs by definition)* The amplitudes T */

with ft» (4л%)(ь) are expressed in terms of three-

-partiole Paddeev amplitudes» The amplitudes T £ '. with

a » (*iX^J can be r eP r e e e n* e d °У
 the

 convolution

[41J 01 the exact two-body Green functions.Por an explicit

calculation of the convolution in the Amado model see ref«

After these preliminary comments we write out the

equations for the amplitudes in a system of four particles*

The YakuDovsky equations for the amplitudes 7^ hare

the form

where

Eq» (2.2) represents a system of equations for 18 amplitu-

des, since there are four different partitions of type

(*/*•){•/
 a n d

 three different partitions of type

(4t)(%v) у in addition a pair of particle cb can Ъ»

chosen in three ways in the first case and in two ways i»

the *eoond*

Ae an example we consider two typical taJcubovslEjr
equatione for the amplitude a I

1 2
»

1 2
'



йоге explicit notations» Рог convenience we introduce the

followinG notations

«ft .«A /• . a f i *fi>

where we suppress the partition indeces# We have

И ' G 0 ( T ' +т ' • +т '• + т .'
(2.5)

U,S1 u.f^ «,«4 «,54

м G , ( T ' +T + T

W.15 / t?134. 81,514 «,54

/ «л«4 Ч'*5 \
(7 - T )

14

(2.6)

T



The other . 11 equatloni «f type t2«5) *nd five equation* of

(5) ê re obtained bf a pematation of indecea.

Theamplltudee f **
a
 In equation (2*2) are olai-

aifle* oaljr with Mspect to one endpoint. We shall Bead al-

•o the aarpU«wtea р*
а
>*

а
 тЫЬЬ are claeeiflf* eo-

ooffdlttg the we/ ef ewltolling on infceraotiooB both la final

and initial atatea. The equatloaa for these аяф11 trade* hare

again the for» (2.2). It is eonreuleat to single eut the

noncon&eoted bern / д, « ^ ^ from them and oonaidex» the

equation» for the connected amplitudes

These equatione have the form

(2.8)

When going over to the moaentu* space it is

аб in the thre;-particle case, to introduce several aefa

of independent variables. ITamely, for each amplitude we uee

the«Taeobi momeata described by the same tree om Fig* 1

a» the aaplltude itself» The Jaoobi momeata for a tree

1a hafe the fore *' ,

Here and %flow we ooneider a ayatem of ldemtteal parfeic-
iea with the юаев m • •



aad for three 1Ъ

All amplitudes contain the factor $ (P~P ) t «here

i
This factor describee the motion of the center-of-mass f га-

ке* It i» convenient to oonsider the amplitudes in the cen-

ter-of-тавя frame with the о -function removed. In thie

fraae the kinetic energy operator is

7 7
Kqnatiose (2.8) in the momentum space will be considered i»

detail in Section 4. Here we confine ourselres to the die-

Cueeion of equations for the bound state ware function com-

ponents Tjf У* T* and yty . Since the particle» л

^'6 and V ^
are identical, the 18 functions ^^'6 and

are expressed in terms of two functions

6

«here



The relations (2»14) follow from the symmetry of the total

wave functions they also hold if the Paul! principle is ta-

ken into account, if we restrict ourselves to antisymmetric

spio-ieospin states*

The integral operators Л7 ' are expressed in terms

of two functions

/ •

Analogously /V
 J
 are expressed in terms of N and

< а < Л 6 )

The fur.ctions .'Vf and /У also contain a term

с ( За- ft" )

i
with с ( За- ft" ) of the form

or

The components x . and ^M-, eatisfy the following
to

set of integral equations

(2.18)



V.J - WIlL 0 V
or in an explicit notations

(2,19)

X '

(2.20)

with

18



(2.23)

Л --У

In equations (2.*1), (2.22)

for

stands

. Notice

that we have written equations for states with definite pa-
P

rifcy -f?- = • 1 that simplifies equation (2.20). The

b p

factor /Л appears explicitely in the definition (2.e.3)

of the kernel К •

After separating the angular variables the four-partlc-

lfe equations (2.19), (2.20) are reduced to a set of three-

-dimensional integral equations Ыъ\ • When the two-body

interaction has a separable form it is possible to perform

integration over cf 4 in Eq. (2.19)» (2.20) analytic



eally. 1я result, the equations became а set of two-ditnefi-

sional ones, Afe las*, subsequent separable approximation of

the kernels leads to a e<?fc «f one-dimensional equations

[55? • These transformations will be described in detail

in Section 4«

3» Iftie Hilberfe-JSehBiidt Method

3.1> The preliaiaary coamenfrs

The соштоп starting potnt for establishing of resonan-'

ce expansion in scattering theory is the Hilbert-Schmidt

theorem feOf for the Fredholm integral equations. We ehall

describe this theorem in next Section. Here we only men-

tion thos« properties of the *r*o-parfciele Mppmaani-Schwin-

ger (IS) equation which make it possible to apply the НБ

theory;

. 1. If tne potential V is not fco singular the bS

equation has the mathematical properties such that the sfcan-

dart Predholm theory can be applied* The .most convenient

condition which would allow the Fredhol» theory to be ap-

plied to the Ш kernel K{») « Т б Д * } £
Б

One can show [26J that 1"(«) for a single partial wa-

re is finite if any only if



I

These conditions are very weak. In particular, they hold

for the potentials used usually in the nuclear physice '

including the Coulomb potential. The formal difficulties

arising when the energy parameter Ц in Т(я) takee

the positive value are only apparent and not real (see, for

example, Newton, ref. [*б]
 t
 ch. 9, and ref. Гч-?] ) •

When going over to the re-arranged many-particle integ-

ral equations the Fredholm properties remain, as a rule, ra-

lid, so the HS theory survives untarnished. In particular,

the Fredholm properties of the three-particle equations ha-

ve been proved by Faddeev (see the second of refe. \?-\ ) •

We shall not, however, enter into the questions of mathe-

matical rigor; we suppose that this can be supplied when

needed.

2. Sir.oe the Fourier-transformant of potential,

V («I w ) is symmetrical the 16 kernel in the ener-

gy region below elastic threshould can be reduced to the

real symmetrical form. This property breaks down in general

case when considering the multiparticle equations. As a re-

sult the new properties of the many-particle eigenvalues

arise in comparison with the two-particle case.

J. The LS equation has the resolvent form: vhe free

term and the kernel of this equation are expressed in cerma

of potential У . We shall see below that this property

holds also in the multiparticle case.

' The potential containing a Jiard core must be treated
separately. One can show [f*4, 4-5] that this case does
not introduce any troubles.

21



The eigenvalue problem for the IS equation have been

repeatedly diecussed in the literature. We mention here on-

ly a few papers* The eigenvalue properties have been consi-

dered by Schwinger J48J when proving the Bargmann inequa-

lity (see also ref. [49] ) . More detailed consideration ha-

ve been done by W.einberg (26j50] in hie analysis of the con-

vergence conditions of the Born series. The possibility of

using the HS expansion for the numerical studies of the

three-body problem was first suggested by Faddeev J52J .

This possibility based on the fact that under replacement

of the every two-body state by a set of Che HS quasi~par -

tides the three-body equations assume the two-body form

has been discussed intensively both in the atomic \5^\ and

nuclear \ЪЗ\ physics. The resonance expansion for the

three-body amplitudes has ЬЙРП introduced in ref. [52]

and used for the numerical etudy of the four-nucleon prob-

lem fa, .55, 54] .

In subsection 5.2 we consider an application of the

KB method for the two-body amplitudes. Here we develop the

formalism and discuss briefly the properties of the elgen-

functions and e.-gen-values and their quasiparticle inter-

pretation. Hext, in Sections 5»5 and J.4- we show how the

ИЗ technique can be applied for the (5+1)- and (2+2)~amp-

litudes which are the kernels of the four-body equations.

Our discussion here will be deliberately oversimplified

for the sake of compactness and easy to understand. In

particular, we neglect the nucleon-nuoleon interactions

in the odd partial waves. ~?h-2 other simplification ie that

«в АО not Bate the total angular momentum decomposition

in the three-p^fticl* system confining ourselves with the



case of the 4 -wave pair force*•

3»2» Tho Hllbeffe-6^"'* dt Method for the

ffEPll trades y d Its Physical

5«2»1« Formal

We begin with the simplest case of two-body off-«hell

partial ware amplitude I (*,*',&) ' • The resonance

expansion of this amplitude which follows by performing H8

•ethod, i.e. a resolvent expansion of the LB equation, has

the fora

(3.1)

Here 2 , the energy parameter, can be anywhere In the

At 1*

-__, , , „ „ - m JL. , whe-

re * ie the aoBentum in the center-K>f-»aee tram» and

is the reduced mass» The normalisation of the

«-matrix le as follows

Itt eq. (3.1) Qj(*•;%) and \j(*J are the
о

•igen-functlone and etgen-valuee for the homogeneous equa-

tions corresponding to the Lippmann-Schwinger one

Below we generally suppress the index I exoept whec
explicitly needed*



Here V (*>*/ is the Fourier transformant of a cent-

ral potential ~V(.
r
) » However, the assumption that

Y* be a central potential will not play much a role in

our subsequent discussion; we could equally well imagine

У to be a tensor, spin-orbit, etc., potential. In the

latter case the resolvent expansion must be applied to the

diagonal states oif S-mafcrixi £>e 'г*»*
 S
-^

 e t c #

The eigen-functions 9^(^j*J are orthogonal

with the weight function (z-\*/

Notice that this condition does not contain the complex

conjugation» The sign (-) in the right hand side of equa -

frion (3.5) is chosen so that in the energy range below the

threshold the functions *?*>(*.i*/ should be real»

The weight function (if-Xy»*«j arises from the fact

that the kernel of equatioi. O.2) is not Bymmetrical but

may be reduced to a symmetrical form, the weight function

being the. propagator of the free particles, G
o
 (*•) .

The proof of equation (3»1) is very simple. It is con-

venient to begin with the potential Т " £ * Д / and,

using the completeness property of the eigenfunctions ex-

pand Y C s & ) ^
 a
 series of, say, 9s(%*) .

Then, using equations (5»3) and (5»5) we may write the

coefficients in this expansion as - jr: A#

Therefore



Substitution of (3*6) Into the IS equation

gives (5.1).

Note that the parameter ? in she potential expan -

eion (5«5) may be chosen by an arbitrary way: though every

term in (3.5) depends on energynhole series is energy-in-

dependent. This fact have been used in a number of tnree-

-particle calculations to accelerate the convergence of the

HS expansion» In particular, the choice Z" °J ,where

&J is the deuteron binding energy correspond to the uni-

tary pole expansion (UH5) [55] • Notice however that the

simple one dimensional sum in equation (J.1) ii obtained

only in the case when the parameter % in (5*5) con -

cides with the energy parameter in the t-matrix.

J.2.2. Graphical representation

Tne HS expansion (3*1) has an obvious physical signi-

ficance. It r.'rcws that the two-body amplitude may be repre-

sented in the form of the sum of some number (generally

speakins» infinite) of terms every of which contains the

resonance pole ?,> •

The position of the pole is defined by the equation

X^ (%j) * i . Sonu. of these poles correspond to the

bound or virtual states or to the Breit-Wigner resonances,
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the othere correspond to the distant singularities on the se-

cond sheet of the energy plane* In the case when some pole

lies close to the physical region fche consribution of the

corresponding term in equation (3*1) has the usual resonan-

ce formi the contribution of the other poles being corres-

ponded to the potential background. However it is well to

emphasize that the dominance of the KS pole can have a mo-

re general meaning than the usual pole dominance. Specifi-

cally, the first HS pole can dominate in a wide energy ran-

ge which is extremely distant from % •

We introduce now the terminology that will be repea-

tedly used below. We consider every term in equation O.1)

as corresponding to the contribution of the two-body reso-

nance or the quasiparticle which position £V is defi-

ned by the pole of the propagator A+ (?) : ^£z%>) *1 •

We shall denote these qimeiparticlee by the symbol jV

to distinguish them from the manj-particle (5+1)- and

.(2+2)-resonances which will appear in the future analysis*

One can give the clear physical meaning to the eigenfunc-

tions 9I»(*J *) aXi^ *ae eigenvalues A\> (г j in
о

equation (5.1) in terms of the graphical elements in fig*

2» the eigenfunctions f^C***)
 аа

& ^
е
 interpjeted as

the vertex functions for the transitions ZH ч? Р »J »

similarly, 4*(*)*-
4
/*tf \j(*)/i- V^{«) is the propaga-

tor of 0 , • For ез&.лр1е fig. 5 shows the graphical repre-

sentation of the orthonormality condition O*4)«

We note that the вале function Ч^Оь^Ъ) descri-

be both decay and recombination of 0» (ав in equation

(5.4) the complex conjugation does not appear)» To avolde

any confusions we emphasize that this statement holds on-
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Pig* 2* Pictorial representation of the series in Eq.(%1)

Fig. 3« Integral Eq. (3.4) for the rertex psxte



ly for tb« "radial" part of the vertex function that only

enters in the fiS expansion of the partial «rare amplitude.

Insofar ae the angular part Is conserved» it is complex con-

jugated, of course»

3*2.3* The coordinate space

We may continue to reconstruct a physical picture of

the B8 expansion by inquiring into the physical «eanlng of

eigenvalue ffoblea (3*3) in coordinate space. We «rite the

equation that equivalent to (3*3) as follows

where the functions 9*>C%
Z
J and г*(?>*)/Г are re-

lated by the Fourier transformation. To solve equation

(3.7) for the eigenfunetiona j*j it is necessary to spe-

cify the appropriate boundary conditions on fo t

To see the eignificanoe of the boundary condition at infi-

nity we consider first the negative energies Z
a
W<0

For lff<0 Xf(w) le «(real) nueber by which the

interaction V may be divided to have a bound state at

energy "V
 f

 *»d so fayj'Wj i» the wave function of

this state. Therefore )^^0"
}
^) approaches е~'

в Г
 ••

Г-*«э
 W

i
t n %

 e \f-^V'. by analytic continuation of

this into the range й= Е + <6 with E>0 we get the se-

cond boundary condition in equation (3.8). Thus, for

Sf« Ё + 46 , f > О У> С»*; f^ ie a **•* function

with outgoing waves only. Of course auch solutions never
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«slat for Hermitian potentials, but they can and do exist

for tbe cooplex potential ^(.r)/\j(£) * B e a e et

\ .(fz) wet be complex for 6 > 0 •

The orthonormality condition corresponding *C (3*

hae the foiw

0

Since the condition A^ (,£*>)- d define the position of

the bound state with the energy Jfy « W ^ < 0 for fy

there exists the ueual normalization integral* Proa this

one can get the relation between V^> (or Q^ ) and the

wave function of the bound state. However it ma/ be dose

simpler by talcing the residue in equation (3*1) &t ?•£,>

Ef ^(^) ls (normalized to unity) the ware function

of the bound state with the energy W . e clj/Ям/Ям then

о

equation (5»9) is valid for Z » £•#•*€ » unli

ke the usual normalization Integral \ \^\ Ar • 1 . The-
г г Г

1
 •*

refore for the resonance С'сд'СГ* one can eonsi-

der V^V C
r
' ^e J

 a s C h e
 ^e^onance ware function* For

example, the shift in the resonance positron due to the

perturbation £ V is expressed by the equation

where the integral in the denominator converges at

E £-* О t i.e. for the ueual physical limit»



Рог the phenomenological parameterization of the resonance

amplitude, based on the HS method see ref. /56J •

Below wo shortly enumerate the main properties of the

HS eigenvalues and eigenf unctions. Most of these have bees

found by Weinberg [2б] •

5»2«4. The eigenvalues Propertiea

i) Analyticlt.7. Ifct eigenvalues А„ £•) for po-

Mntlal * Y* Bay be defined as the roots of the equa -

tlon

where * (fc, ̂  is the usual Jost function [49,57]

and /fc с izfliik * therefore the singularities of the

\ , when written as a function of 4 are the sane as

those of T C~ * ^ ) •
 T n e

 -Later is known to be analytic

in 4 on the upper half plane. It is possible to extend

the domain of analyticity of / (- £,, T) into lower

half plane under some sircucstances. If the integral

со

J Г(г) е

> - — . Inthen J C~^>J*)
 i3

 ап
а1
-У*

1с for
 ^

this case the domain of analyticity of the \j(k) may

be extended froa I*** ̂  > 0 (the physical * -sheet)

to I*»* *» > " у 2 ft, . For example for the S-wave scat-

tering by the Hulthen potential ~VC
r
)
 s
 -T [ £ -^

the eigenvalues \ . (x) are
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I

С5И2)

J • *
and have the poles in the lower half plane at V * - * ^ '

In any case the \^ (ц\ are analytic in the physical

2 -plane, cut along the real axis from % = 0 to • oo

Moreover, the A»> (%) are real (for Hermitian potenti-

al) for % = У< О. Therefore the bf(%) satisfy the

Shwarz reflection principle

This can also be derived using time reversal argunents.

ii) Behaviour for negative real energies» Hhes beha -

vlour of the A^ (w) f°
r
 *W< 0 follows from the phy

sical meaning of the eigenvalues (see remark below equa -

tion 3.8). For a purely attractive (repulsive) interaction

T the A?(w) are positive (negative) for W<0 ,

Formally this can be aeen by noting that

(3.1.)

v/here the Vj (w) are normalized a r b i t r a r i l y .

So for TV<0 the sign of >̂>(W/ is always oppo-

s i te to that of У . One can also easily show that
4/\v> dX^/dW > 0 for W<0 *^ . Hence, each

positive Ay» (w} decreases andnegative Л»?(и/у) inc-

reases when the energy varies from V = 0 to TV^-**» .

<¥>,(») I V'M*)

*̂  See ref. J2o] , equation (82)
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For the potential containing both attractive and re-

pulsive part one has the positive and negative eigenvalues*

This division is absolute because no eigenvalue can change

the sign* Below we shall see that this sutiation is usual

for the three-body amplitudes.

iii) The .spectral representation. Behavior for small

energies. Because the X^(jt) &?e analytic in the phy-

sical £ -plane, cut the real semiaxLs, and vanish in the

limit |^I "**° they satisfy the dispersion relation

without subtractions

о

where the spectral function 9^ (£) >0 for ~Y< 0 and

Q?(t) <0 £or 1T> 0. So the imaginary part of

А .(б) stays positive-definite or negative definite

throughout the region Î wv % > 0 . One can show that

for E * 0 Of (6) ~ 0^ E ^ 7 * , where O^ do

depend on energy. It follows from this that for small

where CL^ and ty are real. So the difference

0 » (B+ie) - *} ?(o)
 i s

 essential pure imaginary and

grows as |ЛЕ* for S-wave scattering, while for 1 /S 0

it grows as В and is essentially pure real.

If kj(o) > 1 t then there is me bound state

for this trajectory. If A^(oj<i the bound state is

absent, but if \f fa) *
e o n l

^ slightly less than

one then the Ay -trajectory will still intercect the

unit circle, giving a low-energy resonance. This conclu-



aion does not hold for £> -wave scattering, since there

fjjlB+itf -rj (OJ rises vertically for small В , and

need not interest the unit circle. In fact, it is well

known that a purely attractive potential never does yield

p -wave resonances.

itf) Behaviour of trajectories ^V(*) . Let us desc-

ribe the behaviour of trajectory A»r(z) as 2 rises

along the real axis from - °° to 0 , and then conti-

nue e just above the real axis, from 0 • -*€ to •*• <» *ie

Any eigenvalue A,> (*) corresponding to an attracti-

ve potential rises monotonically from sero at Z« W»-**»

to some finite positive value * rf (°) at "W s 0. Then

as 2 increases further (with £*£•*-*£, f >0 ) X^Qe)

becomes complex, with positive imaginary part. We saw in

part lii) that this rise into the complex plane is initial»

ly vertical for $ -wave scattering by a short-range po-

tential, and horizontal for higher partial waves* Eventual-

ly for £ -* oo X^ (E*-it) returns through the upper

half of the complex plane to the origin ' . This behavi-

our is shown graphically for special cases in Fig. 4* The

same behaviour holds for - X^ (zj in the case of a re-

pulsive eigenvalue. A general interaction *V~ contai-

ning both attractive and repulsive parts will have tra -

Rectories of both types.

Note that a divergence of the Born series is closely

related to the behaviour of eigenvalues Xy (i) • The

Born series for some energy % diverges as long as one

' One consequences of the vanishing of X ̂  (•• °° *• i'•&) is
that the Born series always must converge at suffici-
ently high energy*
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Fig. 4, Trajectories of the first i'«fO S-wave eigenvalues

Ajj (г) izx the complex plane, for the Hulthen po-

tential ^ '



Fig. 5m A guess at the form of the p-wave eigenvalues

A^(i?j in tbe complex plane for some typical at-

tractive potential



of the A i (*) lies outside the unit circle. Because the

series 2|> V A ^ (*) converges nneber of eigenvalues

that lie outside the unit circle is finite» therefore one

can always extract a finite number of "dangerous'* trajecto-

ries from the potential so the Born series for the residual

interaction will converge at given energy. She detailed dis-

cussion of this point was given by Weinberg [2б] and by New-

ton [ « ] •

v) We mention also the useful representation of the

Ь -matrix

From (3.17) it follows that

g Ar.

Equation (5.17) have been first obtained by Weinberg, Qore

general proof was given in ref. \у*\ . It is convenient to

rewrite (J.17) in the form

pt - I i1
 ?

(5.19)

where 2^. and *- lie above the elastic cut and below

the cut, respectively. Because i j (^-)
я
 X^jJv^vJ the ex-

pression (3.19) is automatically unitary.

Note that equation (3*19) has йоге general meaning

than (3.17)and is also valid in the case when inelastic



channels are present* In this ease one must draw the elas-

tic cut above the inelastic one and take &_ at a point

lying between two cots* For energy above the inelastic thre-

ahold A^£ (£-) £ Xfl (*•*•) f one can show that in this

case \.h\<i
3*2*5• The convergence of the HS expansion

For calculations with the short-range potential we dis-

tinguish two cases*

If the potential is regular at Г a 0, X^(Jt)/v const

for v> $ * t*© where ^ is the radius of potential,

and X
v
 (4) ~ </»>* for v?» 4v. .

If the potential has an 4/r* singularity at f я О,

Xv (4) ~ УУ> for * ^ ^ e and Xy ̂  ><>*

for У » fer
e
 .

The 1/y
z
 dependence of the A^ is typical

for the Coulomu potential У*С
г
)

г
 %ъ/

г
 • In this case one

has

(3.20)

Thus, for the short range potential \j n y$
z
 at

sufficiently high energy. One can see that the vertex func-

tions in equation O.1) also decreases when -̂><x>'. Я•}"*/?

Ther?fore the series (5«1) converges well for J?»*?© t

the subsequent terms in (5.1) decreases as 1/V* • Shis

fact plays an important role when applying the ES series

for the practical calculations* For the convergence of the

HS expansion for the realistic case of nucleon-nucleon
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fceviager, ref.

3.2.6.

Equation (3*3) bae exact solution for a number of po -

tentlalB. The simplest possible example i s that of . a sepa-

rable interaction of toe 1«et rank:

(3.21)

She t-matrix is

О.22)

with

ад

2л this case the infinite eun (3*1) is reduced to the sing-

le term ;

In particular, for the Hulthon for» factor ц(/л) s (k-*-^

(3.24)

The generalization of these formulae for a case of a sepa-

rable potential of К- ̂ sank is evident, such a poten-

tial has exactly N eigenvalues and elgenfuncticns.

For local potentials a nuaber of eigenvalues is 'infi-

nite. In this case equation (3.3) has an analytical solu-



«iec 1* and only if the SchroVdinger equation does. Examp -

lee of the such potentials comaonly used in nuclear physics

are the square well and exponential potentials, and the Ec-

cart potential of which the special cases are the Woods-

-Saxon and Hulthen potentials. In these oases the eigenvalue

equation is most redily solved in coordinate space; the

momentum functions <?*>(,*;
 г
) иаУ

 o e
 *

n e n
 obtained by

° J
Courier-transforming the solutions to % -space. However

it is worthwhile observing that in most cases the eigenva-

lues are expressed in terms of the solutions of the trans-

cendent &,. equations even for the analytical solvable poten-

tials. Analytical solutions for eigenvalues are only known

in a few cases, in particular, for the Hulthen potential ,

for -rhich ^ -wave eigenvalues are given by equation

(5.12), Examples of eigenvalues and eigeufunction6 for a

number of potentials may be found in refs. [26,51,35] .

Note that if potential contains a hard core the HS metnod

modified in a simple way. In this case the analytic solu -

tions are also possible [45J .

3*2.7* The HS expansion for the scattering length

We conclude this preliminary Section by considering

one instructive example. We consider the quasiparticle ex-

pansion for the scattering length and carry out our pro-

mise made in Introduction that for low energy scattering

by the shallow potential the first HS eigenvalue plays the

' and for the Coulomb potential



dominant role in calculating of any order of the perturba-

tion series*

She BS expansion for the scattering length is obtained

from equation O . 1 ) . With the normalization condition (3*2)

this gives for as Initial and final momenta jb '

Let the two-body system has a bound or virtual state with

the small energy. In this case \
л
(6) ™ L , the contri-

bution of the other eigenvalues in the sum (3»25) being neg-

ligible» We observe that because A.,(o)>0 , *he sign of

Q, is the same as that of Д
л
 (о) - 1 • Thus Л > О for

the case of a bound state Л<(р) т 1
 ?
 end Q,<0 for

a virtual state
 ?
 A«(o) < 1 . It is evident that this

conclusion is independent from the fact whether potential

has repulsive eigenvalues or not.

We now study the dependence of the scattering length

on the strengh of potential ^ . Let Y « and "j
 t

correspond to the potentials with ground and first excited

states at sero energy» Then, when ^ Varies from' "̂
o

to ^ the eigenvalues ЛЛ°) and ^zfa) increases,

and \
л
 (о) > 4. ^ a. C°J

 <
 i ,

 fe
he other eigenvalues are

negligible, as before. The scattering length changes the

sign at some V < -V < V
1
 ̂  , passing through ze-

ro t in this case the first two terms in the sum (3.25) al-

most cancel each other. (This effect is analogous to the fa-

miliar Ramsauer-Sownsend effect in atomic physics» In nuc-

lear physics such a situation encounters when considering

the doublet neutron-deuteron scattering (see Section 3.5)«



At It ~ T* *
n e e c a

* *
e r i n

S length changes the sign again

passing this time through Infinity* le 4* increases fur-

ther the situation is repeated*

Consider nov the case 4* 4c 4*
0
 'or which all

eigenvalues axe small and one can use the perturbation theo-

ry. We want to show that in this case the HS expansion is

the re-arranged perturbation series.Consider for clarity the

special case of square-well potential

о
V" - 0 W r>n>

Using the known analytical solutions of the eigenvalue prob-

lem we get

I f jb < 1

one can ex-

pand the second factor in each term of the sum (J.26) in

series in £> . Because the sums are absolutely convergent,

order of summation may be interchanged and we arrive at the

perturbation series

a — = * > Z.jb f^ »
11 rv»o

\ l irx¥A Le%



In ta (5.23J К are the Bernoulli numbersJ ^A~"xn
1
'
 6
~Xo

Substituting g
o 3
 ЗГ'/Ц, Щ^Т^/

If we limit toe sum (5.26) to the first HS eigenvalue only

this changes the £ in equation (3.27) to unity. The er-

ror given by this change comes almost whole from the first

Born term and is of the order of 4J5. Thus we establish that

the the first НБ term give3 the main contribution to аду

order of the Born series (5.27),

Just as we have considered the connection between the

HS and Born series for the square-well potential, we can

do the same thing for the Hulthen potential. The НБ expan-

sion for the scattering length is

о JO)

If c£ < £ 1 this sum may be transformed into the Box-n

series

2/Ь
а ' • - — • -

where

(3.32)

i s the Riemrm ,S- function: <S(sJ = 1.202, i^C5^ =

= 1.0369, £>Q*-) а 1.00835, ^{Э^ а 1.002008. Account



of the first HS term is equivalent to the change ,S(2>?+3)-»•'(.

As before, the error due to this approximation affects Eiain-

ly the first Born term.

3.3. The three-particle amplitudes

We have studi.ed the two-body eigenvalue problem to

gain insight into the properties of quasiparticle expansion.

Now we return to the case specifically at hand, namely,

the HS expansion for the kernels of the four-body equation.

We consider first the 3 •*- 1 amplitudes which are merely

the three-body amplitudes ty * (ij where Л=(*]*Х

£ ĉ  с <Ъ
 а г е

 the pairs of particles in the initial

and the final states respectively and <j = % - %/s %/
rrr
" .

!?roia now on and below % is, in contrast со Section 3«2,

the four-body energy parameter.

3*3.1, The Faddeev equations

It is convenient to start with the equations for con-

nected three-particle amplitudes Iff = M
J
 - 7« O/j^

f ^ (3.53)

which in a system of identical particles are expressed in

terms of two functions

V"*

fi+*
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To keep «11 kinematical complications to a mlxdaum, we con-

sider the оавв «here nucleose interact only in the p- sta-

te. On using (3.1), (3.*) we can eeparate in "ДО""*/ the

dependence on k' k «a* represent "ДО""'*' In the

following fora

•I I / J f . \ I /. \ _ '

I »

«here

This expansion for the connected three-body amplitude VV =

= TV +21V" *"8 6 n o w 3 1 ^ **•£• ** where the summation

is carried out; over different pairs of particles in the

final and Initial states and over different two-body quasi-

particles Pv>,9/

Л)
 л

 ft?

The amplitudes Cc and A have the meaning of

«he amplitude for quasiparticle-particle scattering. Since

quasiparticle can give rise one into another, these ampli-

tudes are the matrices with respect to the indices '/, v* .

The amplitudes & «A; correspond to the transitions

Pj (°0 "* Pi/6
й
) ^^

 tiie
 ajapiitudes ft ,/. cor-

respond to the transitions Oj(dL)-* Pj'(jb^ with od ̂ A

In other words the & V V describe direct scatte -
/a)

ring while the Q,\>*y describe the exchange one.

The Faddeev equations relate the amplitudes CL ̂ and

faty thestselves* For identical particles, however, on-

ly combination
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Fig* 6. Diagrammatic repsesentatiou of the expansion
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a « a
w
+2a

w

has a direct phyeioal meaning, while the second linear com-

bination

a - a
u
- a

w

cannot be measured, from the formal point of view the intro-

duction of CL and Cb correspond to the diagonalltation

of the three-body equations* the last ones being split into

two nonconneoted sets containing either о ftv., or

The amplitudes of physical processes ocouring in a system,

are expressed in terns of the amplitudes # v V • 'or

example the elastic scattering amplitude can be expressed

through

r
Рог the breakup we get

f

Let us eatpand ft ^ ( ? ^ ; "4) ^ a series of

Legendre polinonials

V

-to

The set of equations for the partial wave amplitudes

where ос « -to /p

(3.39)

2 J
У "

where



-1 'Wrt-^-f-jbjb'oc < (3.40)

Equations (3.40) is тегу similar in form to the original

Idppnann-Schwinger equation*

We can give its diagram representation as shown in

Fig* 7» Toe Born diagram in Fig* 7 corresponds to the "po-

tential" Vp'p C&'j^j. *) in (3.39) which is expressed in

terms of the vertex parts for the transitions P/^'V

and the energy denominator corresponded to the vertical dot-

ted line I • To the intermediate state "quasiparticle plus

nucleon" in Pig. 7 there corresponds the propagator df"

of the quasiparticle P .» • 5?ha integration in equa -

tion (3.39} is taken over the three-momentum of virtual nuc-

leon. In addition to integration a summation is carried out

over the indices 9 which denotes the different qua-

siparticles p^« in the intermediate state. The appea-

rence of factor Z in (3.39) merely Reflects the fact

that there are two exchange diagrams corresponding to the

two different quasipartides ?y'(^/ with $>ФоС

in the final state* „

An equation for Q, >*< (i> t>\i) caa be obtained with

a similar manner, We write out this equation la symbolic

shorthand:

a - T - A* V я a
 (
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~^f\i—*i=P-

i
i

V"

Tig. 7* Di>graamatio representation of Eq. (5.39)
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where Ch and if are the matrices whose the

/

matrix elements are a VIJ
 a n d

vely, c| is the diagonal eatrix

matrix elements are a VIJ
 a n d

 l^^V respecti-

3»5»2, The SB expansion

Since the equations (3»39)» (3»^1) for the ansplitudee
h
***

 t a e
 resolvent fora again we can

apply the HS theory for these amplitudes. We introduce

the three-body quasipartides Шш and define the ver-

tex parts Iff (fai) for the transitions

by the eigenvalue equation

I
where 9,*ft)

 a r e t h e
 three-particle eigenvalues» The

orthonormality conditions for the &fyu. (P>&) say be

wiittea in the form

0

Then the HS expansion of the three-particle amplitudes

reads

where

is the propagator of quasipartide t^u,



Pig. 8* Diagrammatic representation of the expansion



3.3.3» Physical and ghost

expression like (3.44) may be written also for the

amplitudes %f'j (ftf***) en
d л
/у> ̂ V V • In eve-

ry сазе this expansion contains the same vertex parts but

the propagators Ulu.(i) *M ^substituted by

or

respectively.

The HS expansion for Q,^ (-b^P'^iJ is foroal-

ly identicallj witii the ES expansion (3.1) for the two-par-

ticle amplitude. In particular, each, term of (3.44) con. -

tains the factor [ {- '/AJOJJ which determines the

position of the poles -4 лд.
 o f ftJie

 amplitudes ^ ^ V

Because these poles are satisfied by equations Q
 u
 (<>)-{

they coincide with the positions of the bound states and

resonances in the three-particle system. On the contrary,

t
!
.ie poles 4yu, of the Qjf'j Ifjfjy are deteraiinfu bj' an

equation П (4 ) = ~2 and do not correspond to the

three-particls spectrum. We shall refer these poles as the

".^host" states.

IhU3 we see that there exists only one physical quasi-

particle U)u. with the propagator " ^ (-V while

the Шu* correspond to the "ghost" states. As regards

0) (a/
the Ul^ sad Ш^ , they are th3 super-



position of the "physical" and "ghost" etatee as euggested

in Kq. (J.47)• Not all of these quasipar tides, in fact,

appear in the amplitudes of physical meaning. For the sys~

teas of identical particles the amplitude must be summed

over all pairs of particles entering in the quaeipartides

1 A the final etate. In result, a contribution of the "ghosts"

cancel out in the symmetrical combination and the final re-

sult ie expressed through the uL, only. Thus, the iden-

tity condition imposed on the three-particle amplitudes

guarantees that all the physical obeervables are indepen-

dent of the "ghost" contribution*

5#3»*« Pr,operti.es of ,the three-particle

HS expansion

The physical interpretation of the three-particle НБ

expansion is tue same ae in two-particle case. In particu-

lar* many eigenvalue properties discussed above in Section

3.2.4. remain valid in the three-body problem. Therefore

«e mention below those aspects only that are inherent in

the many-particle case.

i) The two—body eigenvalue problem may be equally

formulated both in coordinate and momentum space, these

formulations being equivalent. For the three-particle sys-

tem the situation is different. Formally, one may consi -

der coordinate space and define eigenfunctions ^ C V

and eigenvalues r * (V as the solutions of the three-

-particle Schrodinger equation with the potential

^i + Vfa + У;1*. /Цм(*)
 a n d

 appropriate boundary con-

ditiona. It is known, however, that in this case the very



formulation of the boundary conditions is far from trivial

[59] • Nevertheless, when discussing the variational prob-

lem for the three-particle resonances, such an approach

may be useful /б<)7 • In general, the mentioned two way of

formulating of the three-particle eigenvalue problem are not

eqivalent,Le, 0 (4) ф fa, (i) everywhere exept the

discrete set 4 for which £ * (6^) = f^Q^)* 1 •

ii) Equation 0„ (4/u.) « 1 is, as a matter of fact,

the most natural and mathematically correct way of defini -

tion of the many-body resonances. It is exactly in such a

way the eigenvalue problem was used in searching the reso -

nances in the various three-particle systems [61-64J .

ill) She singularities of On. (ij are the same

as in the two-particle case with the only exeption: one

extra branch point at -j = 0 appears. Thus, the )

are analytic except for the right-hand cuts -j ̂ _

and are real for real 4 < ~ B j • Therefore, as in

the two-body problem the eigenvalues 0^ (ij and eigen-

functions 'itf. /А. Л satisfy the Schwartz principle

The It/fi*)
 b a v e fciie

 typical singularity at the

two-particle threshold

(5.49)

* see, however, part v) below
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Sole is completely analogous to the two-particle theory dis-

cussion, eee equation (3.16), It ^ = 0, £гош which the

three-particle out starts, QM,(*)
 1 U L S t n e lo

eejclthmie

branch point

л

Ci) » <) ** L*
 9
 4+0 (5.50)

Qualitatively, behaviour of 2/*0)
 i s t h e e a m e a s

that for the two-body case, Figs. 4-,5*

IT) We saw in part 3.2.4. that the two-body eigenva -

lues A^fc) are positive for an attractive potential. In

the three-body problem, at least for a separable attracti-

ve interaction of a finite rank, there are two sets of

eigenvalues containing both positive and negative eigenva-

lues. This indicates that the effective Interaction in the

Faddeev equation is not a positive-definite operator, i.e.

it includes both attraction and repulsion although in a

two-particle aystem the interaction contains only attrao -

tion. Tills property seems to be attributed to specific pro-

perties of the separable potential*

v) Finally, it should be emphasized that if the two-

-particle spectrum contains both positive and negative

eigenvalues, the three-body spectrum can be also involve

eigenvalues which are complex in the energy region below

the elastic threshold. Such eigenvalues can appears in

pairs onlyj to each complex eigenvalue three corresponds

a complex conjugate one, the corresponding eigenfunctions

being also complex conjugate. For these function, besides

the scalar product (3*43)» one can also determine the

Hernitian scalar product (with complex conjugation) which

,54



equals to «его identically, including the case JUsJU*

Of course the appearance of oomplex trajectories does not

interfere with our scheme of resolvent expansion*

»—particle vertex part

In analogy with the discussion for the two-particle

theory we introduce the vertex parts P., (L fa • 4 ) for
L O ^ - » 3 M Stnce Ш /

V
"

J J

^ tce .

the transitioneVoo"not consider the three-body forces, the-

se vertex parts are represented by the sum of diagrams de-

scribing the successive transitions №м,% Р^+Л/^З/У ,i.e.

J
The functions ( are not changed when the particle

momenta are interchanged. Suppose the three-particle sys-

tem has only one bound state ^ ^ B> 1 while the

other poles in equation (5»4-1) lie at the second Riemann

sheet. Then the vertex part | at /J = f̂ , coincides

with accuracy, after the factor

with the "triton" wave function
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where

These equations are In analogy with (3.10).

>»3«
6
» Account for sue Paul! principle

The HB expansion developed for spinleae particles In Seo»

вес* 3*2.2. maj be extended to the case of spin and iaospin

dependent; forces with only *insr modification in technical

details. For 6*T*
f
z where G and X is the

ts>tal spin and ieospin of the three-particle eyste», confi-

ning oureelree to antyejrmmefcric epin-leospin states, we

introduce the ( 2 * 2) matrices

where § * X £ f £ *XS * А ааЛ
 S

 a r e
»
 e

*
B
P
9
°^

tively, spin and isospin functions, that are transformed

according to tJbe two-dimensional representation of the per»

mutation group £> ̂ . the indecea 4,4 шеао the va-

lues of isoepins of pairs eo and & respectively.

KB in the epinlese case, equation (3*34), the matrices

"IV" • • **•« expressed in term of the two matrices



Instead of (3*55) •• Ь*тв

fquatiene (5.29) and <3»41) are now written for the amplitu

des

where Л ^
 e#
 C^'j 4'4~J/k'

4
'Qj)

 c o i n c i 4 e e
»

normalisation, with the completely antisyaoetrised aaplitu»

de of elastic tt-a scattering* The equation for

the partial waves amplitudes ft.^' (4> 4a<i) has «he

same form as (ЗО9); the only difference lies in the fact

that one needs substitute the indecee 9' 9 by the

* b l i ihorthand

we obtain

J

where the laatrix V., ; ie now given by
4r ^ *r
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ere- • i i '

The Д .(. are spin ieospin matrices whose matrix ele-

ments may be expressed through the Racah coefficients!

M)
A '

Hote the relatire phases of components
6 ivL

(3*57) were chosen so that the coefficient! in Л *"'

be positlre.
 g

~

Theelgenfunctions 'UT -. (fii^) and eigenva

lues ft
 l

(4) are defined as follows

To the doublet case there correspond two eigenfunctions
/t/l '/**'*

/hX and 2̂(Г , ' f to the other case
there corresponds or» eigenfunction -j(f ' or

The orthonormally conditions may be written in the form

no

49
 0

for €^- Г * V2j and in the form

яг



tor е**А,1 = Уг or /
4>

The H8 expansion for the amplitudes Q.
 t
 , Ch'

%
4>-4)

is obtained fro» the equations for the spiniese case by Ba-

king the substitutions

We conclude this eection with the equations that rela-

te the coepletely antisymmetric, normalised to unity, ware

function Y J ( ^ t j of the bound etat* with ene*'-

gy Q , to the vertex part

fe have

where

Щ

f



It

(* Д> ^

(3.71)

Tbls foreulae are on «xtenelon of equation

for the apln-dependent forcee»

of

The H3 eTPOTeloa for the p—d scattering

length

To illustrate our di»ouesioa
t
 we study the example of

* «eperible potential (3*21) «lth the Hulthen form factor

Q(fi)m (р*+&*)* • Sola potential ie usually referred

ал the Xa&aguehi potential* She parameters are

,60



We show in Fig.3the behaviour of the eigenvalues

fop a system of three identical particles calculated froa

the solution of equation (3.42). Remini that in the spinless

case the three-partial* system with the triplet interaction

(3*7?) has two-bound states, so that„at tne threshold

The case of the spin-dependent forces is demonstrated

in Fig.H. Here we show the eigenvalues 0 [^ Oj for

the state £> Z - %, calculated from equation

О.62).

Remember that, in this model, the three particle sys-

tem has one bound state, corresponding to tritium, with

the binding energy 8 ^ = -11.03 MeV, so that at the

f
1>
 $ * ithreshold. \ f ( U j ) , $ ( & j j . < i ,

that as. suggested by (3.&5) the eigenva3uee 0. '*'•

related in the following manner to the spinleeaeigenvalues

are

In both cases the traoectories are shown for

<j < ~ B j where they are real. Above the elastic



Jig. 9* Bxwaple of elgenralue* П (fi) in the

«Ъовоп



H10, The doublet three-particle eigenvalue» Q**t



threshold the trajectories became complex. An example of the

eigenvalue calculation in this region can be found in ref.

As it was mentioned in Section J.3.4-., for the state

G*T*'A t we have two eigenvalue sets containing posi-

tive eigenvalues, 0 (4) , and negative ones, 9*>, (y

To illustrate the contribution of 0
 Яя ч

 (ij consider the

BS expansion for the doublet n-d scattering length. Using

•)
equation <5»5

5
) we get

The results are given in the TaMe 1, where Q are the

partial sums, defined as the contribution of the first N

terms in (3*75)* Tbe Table also piveo values for the quar-

tet n-d scattering length

Note that the contribution of the first term in equa-

tion (3.75) ie 5»OO fm» while tue second one (-5.56 fm) ma-

kes contribution of comparable magnitude but opposite sign,

so that their combined contribution to the scattering length

2^, is nearly zero. This is the famo- з Ramsaur-Town-

•end effect which have been discussed in Section 3.2.7.

' Having in mind the numetical results for the two-body
potential О.21) containing one separable term we omit
here and below the index y=1 in the thxse-body eigen-
fimctione /иГ

&Т
(р-б)

 f s e e
 ^

2 5 ) ( 5 2 4 )



fsbl« 1

Ъ в й г е / ; ' •;• •.•.'*•*• jg'.

1 б.ЙО 5.00 0.55 *#0f

£. 2**-55 . ; ';•• : -©«36' • • .-0*4*

J .21>^8 -1»07 0,*9

5 20.6* -1.39 ~

6. . • йо.56 -

fcbe иве of calculated terras the n-d double*

length i s given

flie vvliicr of % t&' equfttlon (3,77) diff*r*

froe the result <-1.OOf »)that was obtained by direct selving

в» iBiiOrwgeneous PeddeeV equation {65J . Thi*

caa a^t tent i j be eaqjlainod by the appreciable

9t * ц to 1Я»в choice ot the евввйвл* А в

For »xa«pl»t when the change of Л o i s $ О.1Л the

«* * * '•**. A 8 e * ± °'°5 F {52j . In
№e fcerae palfefced from (3.77) make пв addition*!

ooatribufcion. tot the quartet n-d eoatt«s?i»e the



approximate value
4CL Of 6,22 fit (3.78)

agrees with the exact one (6,28 fa £бб} ) within the percen-

tage accuracy.

V» mention also that the negative eigenvalues are pre-

sent in the epinless case also, however, in this case the?

are rather small J fl ', Я | „ {0** and do not contri-

bute со the three-particle observablee. The general case the

negative eigenvalues result in the effective repulsion in

the exchange potential. Such repulsion seems to decrease for

the potential which contains several separable terms and dis-

appears for the limiting case of local potential.

3«3»8. The coupling constants for the decara

•& -» c( + *ъ
 я
 i •* cf •*• H/

In concluding this Section we show how the HS expansion

can be used to calculate the coupling constants G of the

virtual decays if -*• o/-ffv and 4 •*• d *-ib (where

oj denotes a singlet deuteron) ^7j • These constants

appear in a natural way in various dispersion approaches

and in analysis of scattering and reactions in nuclear phy-

sics. Рог a comprehensive discussion and literature of the

techniques and results of the coupling constant calculations,

the reader ie reffer^d to the recent review £б8? • Here we

emphasize only that the quasiparticle expansion which exp-

rese the amplitudes in terms of the vertex functions and the

intermediate state propagators is ideally suited for these

calculations.

Let us illustrate the use of the HS expansion with a

••«6



simple example. Consider again the separable pair interaction

of TaMaguchi type. Remember that, in thie model, the tritium

binding energy is B^ s -11,03 MeV.

We define the vertex constant ^4,/n, corresponding

to the virtual decay -i -*• cf + •fii as the residue of th» S-

-wave doublet amplitude T (/ij of the n»d scattering,

taken at the pole

G.i - &* (4-B
4
)f6j 0.79}

/v

The nor&allsation of the amplitude ' \A) ie as fol -

lows

е
^ Д (3.80)

and differs from that of the amplitude T ^ y In (З.36)

by the factor -2j//j/ » sr-iJi^. I» equation (3»8O)

( r——• ' J na /

_ U=-m (4 + 8,} » B j = -2.23 MeT is the deuteron bin-

ding energy, and 6 is the scattering phase ehift. Vote

that the constant £ ,1 can be expressed ia terae

of the dimensionlees coefficient V in the d • в aeyKptotic

portion of the center-of-mass tritium wave function

•her.
 л

; ̂ .

Gompton wave length of .«, cucleon.

The relation of G
 t
J

n
 to the eigenfonction

fut'
x
i

%
 inay be easily obtained using the quasiparticle

expansion for tlie amplitude



I

«here ^.f^mOAVaL^ .Jb-4A$olc\n fehe

radius of the iamaguchi triplet potential. As 4-» @±

a pole is possessed by only the first term in equation 0.82)

as a result we get for 6, i
id ft'

J

where for the Yamaguchi potential

,
 D
 « O.0V5 M

e
V"'

 (
'

" ^ fti, • • •
The values of the vertex 'ЬГ. (*>• R, \ at imagi-

nary h can be calculated with the aid оГ equation (3.52),

using as an input the values of vertices ^T /o-g^and if'^D

( ИГ is the vertex for the virtual decay •^->o/
J
+nJ

for positive wb , which are obtained in the solution of

the eigenvalue problem. The eigenfunctions a/l' *6AJSJ.)

and bJ.. (fa-j Bi) are shown in Figure 11. At the

point £ « ise ( X = 0»532 fm~1) we have

whence = \Q \Ц |^ /*
2 3

G , = 1.92 fa (3.85)

•tcln

We note that in this case a direct analytic continuation

of the vertex functions is feasible.

Now we discuss the vertex constant 'correct expression for 6 i J»-. can be obtained by

taking the residue in the total three-particle amplitude
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•Ofi -Of -О,* -0,2 ff OS 0,4 0/> 0,8 fft

Fig* 11* She vertex functions «fcC*J*>- Bi ) «ad

Tbe points on the ourvea correspond to the values

AiS I (*&"> ^t) end Wj4 life ' Bt.) used 1»о

calculate G
Z
,i and G^^



at the pole with respect feo the variable paired energy о'

the ар systee on the second sheet* A* * result* we obtain

again expression (5»85), in which w* mist take the substitu-

tions d
9
:+ *, *^^15. 4"' i Л*/, «1И65 A"'*

number of the singlet deuteron, fit 1в the radiua of

the einglet Tamaguehi potential» and « % y^m ̂fSi. _ g.\ =

the l £} (\ \1 b£
we obtain Gj.j^ я -0*580 ^. • Ve can also intro-

duce a modified constant G ^ J * -
 =
 ^ ^ J * ^ /

3e
^« » which

differs froa sero also when Ы^-^О • The quantities 6

appear in natural fashion, for exaaple, when the (t,N) re-

actions are desoribed within the framework of the two-nuo-

leon traaefer aechanisa» or if we use the zero-range or ef-

fective-range approximation the interaction amplitude of the
£ a

transferred pair of nucleone. Ve then obtain for

the value 21.в tm, f for coaparlaon we indioate that

We emphasise that the quantity $ , 4 # is con-

nected by a relation of the type <3*79) with the anplitude

of the nd* scattering in the state f»<A,T*/*. • If we

substitute in (Э.79) instead of an asplitude with a definite

total isoBpltt an aaplitnde with definite projections of the

scattered particles, then the TaJLues of G^j*
n
 aad

i i*n eXre^ aobre should be Multiplied by

two definitions coincide« since the corresponding

lsospin factor is wqual to unity.

Ш<л Г91ЛЛ <S\«(
n
 *

 1
»92 fM esceede the phenoae-

«olo^Loal raluesi of 6r\e|
n
 detereined from the va-



rioue analysis of the (t,d) end (d,t) reactions on the

teat nuclei, and also from the forward dispersion relation

a m lysis of the n-d scattering cross-sections» This olfOUK»»

tance is not surprising, since the potential used is not re-

alistic and is chosen only for the sake of simplicity In the

illustration of the method. The latest value determined tttm

the dispersion technique is С = 2*6 ± 0.5 £&9] which ag-

rees with the theoretical value of 2.86 obtained for the

tritium wave function calculated using the Reid soft-core

potential /70] • This corresponds to G, 1 a f Q fa /_ t -.

We note in this connection that if we use in equation/not

v ae = 0 5 з '• sm ~' _>i

Y~7~~I—» •'5Г0»Ч49 fni , which corresponds to the experimen-

tal value ЗА. = -8.Ч-8 Me7, then we obtain S. i «1.10 ^

fm, but this procedure is hardly legitimate.

3.4-. The HS expansion for 2 + 2 aaplltudes

The expansion analogous to that diecunsed in the pre-

vious Section can be also done for 2 + 2 amplitudes* We

empnattze attain that, etricly speaking, an application

of HS expansion for 2 + 2 amplitudes is not necessary be-

cause in this case the exact solution (in the form of

convolution) is known. It is a matter of technical conve-

nience whether one uses the quasiparticle expansion of the

2 + 2 amplitude or the representation in the for* ef con-

volution. We prefer to introduce the HS expansion because

on using such an expansion we can handle in a uniform matt*

her the 3 + 1 and 2 + 2 amplitudes entering In the four-

body integral equations (see below, Section • ) •

The connected parts У ^ * tf J- T^dmfk

T1



rsie£I*d by the operator equations!

г г.
«here *>у» в 12»3*1 13»3*| 1*|2J« On selng tee

«iol* «фшш1оп () .1) for the two-body T-«atrieee we get

V

Щ-?)

vber« the •oaenta are defined by eqeetien £2*1$>> aai

the ladloea 1,2 are referred to tbA dlegoaai ( «^/*

and aondlagooal {d.+Jb) aaplltudea*

On eeparatiag In this way tire trertex part* for thai

«raaaltlons j> i? Я V •• eoae to «he aaplltatdM

'•Sv ^ / " » ^ дл</ ^ ^ i whicb соггв<фва*
***** frf*a»- $• у i?' + лд/' • •••
o« that t i c* itL ooatadas the noncoaaected diaertJM l a

the Ф -reaoaance does vot Interact *lta the re-

pextlclea. Ifals fact la marked by the iwfjr Иле*



, ч У

t >

Pi
о*\p

+ I?'

J

. v'v

Pig. 12. Deftuitions of the end
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«<••) p®

inside the blocks representing ь ̂  and »i>'yj .

The subsequent steps ore analogous to those of the pre-

vious section* Let; us introduce the two linear combinationst

We can write the equations for these amplitudes in the form

of equations (5.39)» (3*41) by making the substitution

(3.89)

readFor example the equations for /"
 f
 /•/ ^ . д )

С

j z.v

Because of our restriction bo -4 -wave two-body forces,

the amplitudes l^if'^i) *** bfttyfoi)
do not depend on the aagular variables» Ifoir we define the

2 + 2 eigenfunctions Oj, (*>• ̂ j and tae 2 + 2 eigen-

)values ,£ :^) Ъу the equation analogous to (5.4-2)

JL z
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with the orthonorm&lity condition (3.4-3)

DO '

j v
0

Then the qua*iparticle expansion» for the «jnplitudee

г

with

Bquatioce (3*93), (3*94) formally coincide tilth equation

(3.44-) and we can introduce an obvious quaeipartiole inter-

pretation of these equation*. Notice that £i C ^ ' ^ ^ j a /

(and, In general, $
л
 (i« S ^ ) = i . wbere ^ w

are the reaonanoe level* in the two-body subsystem). The-

refore the amplitudes V V ^ f * ^ '
| i
i
 b

*
V
*
 № e I>Ol#

at the point /J - 2 В J correspondlns to the doub-

le deuteron energy, whereas the amplitudes *
J
?
/
j/



have not such a pole. In this вепсе

«« can again refer the quaeiparticlee <j* as the physi-

cal states and the quasiparticlee «P̂  as the "ghosts".

When Introducing the graphical Interpretation of the-

se results we consider the statee in which two quasipartic—

lee £> ere present as one 2*2 quaeiparticle, <P or

у Hfith
 b h e

 propagators if (j * and <p (ij ae de-

fined by equation (3.94). More precisely, by thie we mean

the following* The vertex part for the transition * "«_

0 + 2N
 t

 i»e» toe transition 2N £ & in the

presence of the other free particles, ie expressed in teras

of the two*body vertex part Я ̂  given by equation

(3.5). On the contrary, the vertex part for the transition

^ N ^ P + P » i«
e
» the transition P £ KN

in the presence of the other p -resonance, is not ex-

pressed in terms of <?v> • P o r triis transition we int-

roduce new vertex part ^u. (.£' !>j a s defined by

equations (5.91)» (3.92) which describes the transition

Let us introduce the functions

у* * -,*л * Пл

where

О.97)
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л * п
 4

The functions "yu, are analogous to !„, ae de-

fined by equation (?• SI ) and have the meaning of the т»Г-

tex parts for the transitions Af T̂ 2N + ZN » »M<&

are symmetrized in two pairs of particles. The; are satis-

fied by an equation

It can be easily, checked that in accordance with the spect-

ral representation of the amplitudes V ^ V

where

('*/ is the deuteron wafre function*

In conclusion we shall give the definitions of the

2 + 2 amplitudes for the case of account for «pin and ieo—

spin, liet oC and J$> be the pairs of particles en-

tering into the subgroup of the partition 4 » i*f

then we write
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The spin-isoepin functions |pT;'i4/i3> and 1£Т
л
1\1г>

In equation (3.101) are labeled by the four-body spin p

-r *") • J

and leoepln I and the pair lBoepins ' ^«.^«"
 o r

4л is where yi- and 4/£ шеап the quan-

tum numbers of pairs Ы and fb complementary to oC

-,-0,3)

and A respectively. The amplitudes у have four

lsospin indeces, however, for antisymmetric epin-leospinstates only two of these алл. f

Moreover, one can easily seen that i
%
 - -i - = i

b
* i\

for all the cases except f* - 7"= i .In

these cases we nave

«>V _ fta;
 for r м Qf

 ,
 = 0i1j2

c' -r iThe only possible amplitudes for p я I - i are

у CV w ( V and у ^ Г ^ o . 1 0 O

We shall give the definitions of eigeniunctions 1f
t
 i (t> i

an eigenvalues £
л
 (ij for that case when the

isospin of pairs of nucleon is conserved (equations (3-102>.

(3.103) ). We have

(3.105)

' For the antisymmetric spin-isospin pair state»
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A-

т?
These formulae have the ваше form as equation» (

aad (3»9*). The case £ = Т * d. reqttiree an ebviotut
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